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The castles of burgundy the dice game rules
Reviewed by Herb Levy THE CASTLES OF BURGUNDY: THE DICE GAME (Ravensburger/ALEA, 1 to 5 players, ages 10 and up, 15-30 minutes; $14.99) Stefan Feld is one of the top level designers in the Game World. Among its highly successful designs is Castles of Burgundy (featured in the Summer 2011 issue of Gamers Alliance
Report). As typical with boardgame hits, spin-offs follow. Feld has come up with Castles of Burgundy: The Card Game (Summer 2016 GA Report) and now, with co-designer Christophe Toussaint, has brought the dice into the mix with a new roll and write offering: The Castles of Burgundy: The Dice Game. In this little box (similar in size to
the Burgundy card game), you will find five dice, map sheet pads, five pencils and rules. Each player is given a pencil and a map sheet showing the duchy divided into different colored hexes and then marking ONE of the green castle hexes on his sheet. Each marked castle gives players bonuses - be it monks (purple), silver (gray),
workers (orange} or commodities (blue). There is room on the sheet to check the appropriate bonuses. The challenge of the game is to fill in as many different areas of the sheet as possible to score the most Winning Points and this is done using as many roll of the dice as you can. One player (the owner of the game by the rules) rolls all
five dice each turn. All the dice here are six sides but some of the five are unique to the game. The first dead consulted were those depicting the hourglass. The game is divided into three phases with hourglass reels determining when one phase ends and the next phase begins. If a single or double hourglass is rolled up, one (or two)
spaces are checked in the sheet time column. (Double hourglass can also trigger commodity action. More on that later.) Then players turn their attention to the other four dice rolling and, simultaneously, have to act! Two dice are standard with values of 1 to 6. The other two feature six color hexes that appear on the map. Players must
select one number rolled up with one color rolled up and fill in the corresponding hex on their sheet. If no legal action is possible, players receive workers as compensation (and this is marked on their sheet). So what makes the legal move? Able to meet restrictions to fill hexes. First, you can only fill the hex adjacent to the hex you have
filled. (For example, when starting play, the only hex allowed to fill is the one bordering your original castle.) Second, all hexes have secondary requirements that must be met in order to be filled. Monastery hex (purple) requires purple scrolls with an amount of 1 or 2. This is similar to the prerequisites for mine and river hex (gray / 3 or 4
and blue / 5 or 6, respectively). each). a series of connected spaces generate Victory Points (the larger the area, the more VPs you get with the more VPs collected if you are the first to complete a particular colour) but these spaces also provide bonuses: silver (for mining) and commodities (for rivers). City hexes are orange and require
orange dead rolls. Any number can be placed in hex city but the next number placed on the orange hex bordering must be DIFFERENT! Pastor (yellow) hexes need yellow rolls and any number can be placed there as well. However, ALL bordering yellow hexes must be filled with the SAME number! The rest of the castle hex (green) will
take any number but the selected number must match the number in the adjacent hex. Now with all these restrictions, you might feat that filling hexes will be very difficult with players being prisoners for chaotic roll of the dice. Luckily, as the game progresses, players will collect monks, workers, silverware, and commodities and this is
where you can modify the scrolls and bend them according to your needs. Crossing the monk will allow you to change the COLOR of each rolled dead while a worker allows you to change the value of the dead number. Using silver, it allows you to make TWO movements on a single turn by using the dice twice! (You can't, however, use
the same two dice twice.) Commodities come into effect when double hourglass is rolled. At that time, commodities may be sold, with sales earning 2 Winning Points for players as well as 1 silver. When the third and final phases are completed, the total VP for all three phases is added. The player with the most VP wins! Roll and write
games have become very popular over the last few years (think Qwixx, featured in the Summer 2013 GA Report) where dice are rolled and everyone applies them in some way through writing. With this one, the use of modifiers - along with significant strategic decisions - prevents the game from becoming just a dice party. But with all the
modifiers in play, roll and write is not easily accessible for casual players. Time is also important. In getting the VP to complete the area, there is a certain urgency to play (which increases the tension) because the finished area is worth MORE in the first phase than in the second phase and is worth even less in the third phase. So the need
for speed in getting the most out of each die roll emphasizes and rewards those who use the most successful modifiers. When players respond to roll the dice, checking the hexes, they will collect various modifiers at different points. This makes some variability in which is also assisted by including FOUR different map layouts so that the
colors and configurations of the duchy can change from game to game. In the very trendy roll and write game category, The Castles of Burgundy: The Dice Game is an excellent entry and a good follow-up to Feld Feld a visit to the beautiful province of Burgundy. – – – – – – – – Herbal Retribution Has feedback? We want to hear from you.
Other Summer 2018 GA Report articles reviewed by Herb Levy AGRA (Quined Games, 2 to 4 players, ages 12 and up, 120 minutes; $79.95) Birthdays generally cause celebrations. This is true even in 1572 India as Emperor Abu'l-Fath Jalal-ud-din Muhammad, known as Akbar agung, ruler of the Mughal dynasty of India, marked ... Read
More Review by Herb Levy ANCESTREE (Calliope Games, 2 to 6 players, ages 8 and up, 20-40 minutes; $30) One of the latest developments in modern life is the desire to know your background. Today, there are a number of services available where you can submit your DNA or online... Read More Review by Herb Levy
BROADHORNS: MISSISSIPPI EARLY TRADE (Rio Grande Games, 2 to 4 players, ages 14 and up, 60-90 minutes; $59.95) In the early 1800s, the life source of commerce in the midst of the growing United States was the Mississippi River that connects northern and southern cities, carrying ... Read More Review by Herb Levy THE
CASTLES OF BURGUNDY: THE DICE GAME (Ravensburger/ALEA, 1 to 5 players, ages 10 and up, 15-30 minutes; $14.99) Stefan Feld is one of the top level designers in the Game World. Among its highly successful designs are the Castles of Burgundy (shown in Summer ... Read More Review by Chris Wray DIE QUACKSALBER
VON QUEDLINBURG (Schmidt Spiele, 2 to 4 players, ages 10 and up, 45 minutes; $54.95) Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg, a bag-building game from designer Wolfgang Warsch, soon garnered enthusiastic followers in German-speaking countries after its March debut. Even so, the game does not collect ... Also Read THE MAIN MINI
Problems Things that are always trending in the Game World. One of the most popular of the current trends is that, more and more, many and many miniatures are included as part of the package. The inclusion of miniatures can be found in the game that ... Read More Review by Joe Huber GANZ SCHON CLEVER (Schmidt Spiele, 1 to
4 players, ages 8 and up, 30 minutes; $24.95) One of the biggest trends in board games in recent years is the rise of roll-and-write games and their various relatives. Exactly where the history of such a game ... Read More Review by Herb Levy INTELLE: HACK OR BE HACKED (Fisher-Heaton Games, 2 players, ages 10 and up, 15
minutes; $23.95) In these days, computers are an important part of our lives. This not only applies on a personal level but certainly applies to companies. What is also ... Read More Review by Pevans JOHN COMPANY (Sierra Madre Games, player, aged 12+, 3 hours; $54) A game about the East Indian Company of England sounds
interesting, so I jumped at the chance to try john company when Ralph Anderson suggested it at the Gathering. By Ralph Ralph The road, all four... Read More Review by Herb Levy KASHGAR: MERCHANTS OF THE SILK ROAD (Grail Games, 2 to 4 players, ages 12 and up, 60 minutes; $39.99) A few years ago, at a gaming convention
known as The Gathering of Friends, I had the pleasure of playing games about merchants leading caravans, traveling and ... Read More Review by Keyper Pevans (R&amp;D Games/HUCH!, for 2-4 players, age 14+, 90-120 minutes; $82.50) Keyper, as the name suggests, this is the latest in Key... game series by Richard Breese,
published by his imprint, R&amp;D Games (and Huch! in Germany). It's a usually complex game, so I'll... Read More Review by Chris Kovac PANDEMIC LEGACY: SEASON 2 (Z-Man Games, 2 to 4 players, ages 14 and up, 60 minutes; $79.99) Pandemic Legacy: Season Two is a four-player cooperative legacy game, designed by Matt
Leacock and Rob Daviau, and the second game in the Pandemic Legacy series. Legacy games are ... Read More Review by Herb Levy ROLL PLAYER (Thunderworks Games, 1 to 4 players, ages 10 and up, 90 minutes; $59.95) Since Dungeons &amp; Dragons burst onto the scene, roleplaying games have captivated large segments
of the game population. Most of the attractions are the adventurous gameplay:... Also Read Reviewed by Herb Levy ROLL PLAYER: MONSTERS &amp;amp; MINIONS (Thunderworks Games, 1 to 5 players, ages 10 and up, 60-120 minutes; $50) Roleplaying games involve creating characters to take on adventure and Roll Player
(featuring this issue) is all about creating that character! But there's another central element to... Read More Review by Andrea Ligabue STAR WARS: LEGION (Fantasy Flight Games, 2 players, age 14 and older, 120 minutes; Core Set $89.95) The Star Wars Universe has become an ideal place for many good boardgames ranging from
all strategic scale galaxies, such as in Star Wars: Rebellion, (shown ... Read More review by Greg J. Schloesser THUNDERSTONE QUEST (Alderac Entertainment Group, 2 to 4 players, ages 14 and older, 60-90 minutes; Base Set $69.99) If Dominion and Dungeons &amp;amp; Dragons have a fling, the result is undoubtedly
Thunderstone Quest. Great game from designer Mike Elliott and AEG combine... Read More [Games and games are an international phenomenon and people around the world will come together to share their passions about them and the fun they have. GenCon and Origins in the UNITED States and Essen in Germany are just some of
the sites that attract gamers every year. In this case... Read More
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